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Em Fotografias Inéditas na Colecção de Mafalda Sequeira, 
todas as fotografias colocadas representam, de algum 
modo, um hoax. E, claro, não existe nenhuma “colecção 
Mafalda Sequeira”.

«Vivemos […] num tempo de perversa vulnerabilidade 
das imagens. Dito de outro modo: o digital instalou uma 
espécie de liberalismo sem rosto (ou sobre os rostos...) 
em que nenhuma imagem é um dado definitivo ou 
aquietado. Em boa verdade, já não é imagem, mas um 
mero traço de circulação informativa.» (Lopes, 2011)

A manipulação da imagem não é uma novidade do 
digital. No entanto, e com a democratização das 
ferramentas, o digital vem torná-la mais fácil e acessível. 
Qualquer um pode criar uma imagem e divulgá-la como 
verdadeira, construindo assim a realidade.

mentira
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Acerca do assunto, Derrida (1995: 13) afirma:

«(…) uma imagem, à diferença de um retrato ao modo 
antigo, não tem apenas o papel de idealizar a realidade, 
mas de substituí-la por completo. Tal substituto, por 
causa das tecnologias modernas e da mídia, destaca-se, 
evidentemente, mais do que o original. […] É a razão por 
que, já que a imagem-substituto não remete doravante ao
original nem mesmo a um original representado de forma 
lisonjeira, mas o substitui com vantagem, passando do 
estatuto de representante ao de substituto, o processo da 
mentira moderna já não seria a dissimulação que veio 
encobrir a verdade, mas a destruição da realidade ou do 
arquivo original: “Em outros termos, a diferença entre 
a mentira tradicional e a moderna equivale, no mais das 
vezes, à diferença entre esconder e destruir”»

Nas páginas seguintes encontram-se as explicações para 
as imagens colocadas na publicação.
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Hippolyte Bayard, 1840

During the 1830s there was a race among inventors to be the first to perfect the 
photographic process. Louis Daguerre won the race (at least, he was the first to 
patent a process) and gained all the glory. This left some other inventors feeling bitter. 
Frenchman Hippolyte Bayard had independently invented a rival photographic 
process known as direct positive printing, and had done so as early as Daguerre, but 
his invention didn’t earn him fame and riches. Frustrated, he created a photograph to 
express his feelings. It showed himself pretending to be a suicide victim. 

So while Bayard is not remembered as the first to invent photography, he is 
remembered for a different kind of first — the first to fake a photograph.

Despite his frustration at being underappreciated, Bayard continued to be a 
productive photographer. Two years later, in recognition of his contributions, 
he was given a prize of 3000 francs by the Societe d’Encouragement pour 
l’Industrie Nationale.

Roger Fenton, The Valley of the Shadow of Death, 1855

Roger Fenton was sent to document the Crimean War by the British 
government. However, he avoided photographing combat scenes or views of 
the dead or wounded. Instead, most of his photos show officers posing in their 
uniforms. He doubtless wanted to avoid producing any pictures that might 
provoke criticism of the war back home. (Taking only flattering views of a subject 
is one way a photojournalist can introduce bias into their work -- though the 
concept of photojournalism had not yet evolved when Fenton was working.) 

But one of Fenton’s Crimean War images, which he titled “The Valley of the 
Shadow of Death,” is considered a masterpiece of war photography. It shows a 
simple, but haunting view of a cannonball-strewn road near Sevastopol.
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In 1981 historican Mark Haworth-Booth realized that Fenton had taken a second 
photograph of this scene, but in the second photograph there were no cannonballs 
on the road. Subsequent analysis has proven that this second, previously unnoticed 
photo was taken before the other. (Researchers have been able to identify rocks that 
rolled downhill in between the time Fenton took the first and second shot.) Which 
means that Fenton probably staged the scene, moving cannonballs from the ditch 
onto the road in order to create a more dramatic image.

Oscar Rejlander, Street Urchins Tossing Chestnuts, 1857

A street urchin tosses a chestnut in the air as his bored companion looks on. 
It may look like a real-life scene caught by the camera, but in fact it is staged. 
Cameras were too slow in the 1850s to record something as quick-moving as a 
tossed chestnut. Therefore Oscar Rejlander (who is sometimes called the Father 
of Art Photography) suspended a chestnut in mid-air with a piece of fine thread 
in order to create the scene. The thread is barely visible if you examine a larger 
version of the picture.

Felice Beato, Interior of the Secundra Bagh, 1858

In November 1857 British forces put down an Indian rebellion in Lucknow 
(northern India). Two thousand sepoys who had holed up in the Secundra 
Bagh Palace were killed. The British buried their own dead, but they left the 
Indian dead to rot.

A few months later (around March or April 1858), photographer Felice Beato 
arrived in Lucknow and took a photograph of the interior of the Secundra Bagh 
Palace. Bones of the dead can be seen in the foreground of the photo, lying 
exposed on the ground.
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There is controversy about whether corpses actually were still lying unburied 
when Beato was in Lucknow. A reporter for The Times reported seeing unburied 
skeletons as late as April 1858. But a British officer, Sir George Campbell, wrote 
in his memoirs that Beato arranged for bones to be disinterred and scattered 
around in order to recreate the aftermath of the battle.

Alexander Gardner , A Sharpshooter’s Last Sleep, 1863

Alexander Gardner and his assistants took a series of photographs showing 
the aftermath of the Battle of Gettysburg. These photos were published in 
Gardner’s Photographic Sketch Book of the Civil War, a work which proved very 
influential in defining the image of the Civil War for many Americans. 

But in 1961 Frederic Ray, art director of the Civil War Times, noticed that 
two of the photographs, taken in different locations on the battlefield, appeared 
to show the same corpse. In one scene a Confederate soldier’s corpse lay on 
the southern slope of Devil’s Den. Gardner had captioned this photo “A 
Sharpshooter’s Last Sleep.”

But in another scene the body had moved forty yards to a rocky niche. Gardner 
captioned this photo “The Home of a Rebel Sharpshooter.” Apparently Gardner 
had moved the soldier’s corpse to the rocky outcropping for the sake of creating 
a more dramatic image. He even turned the soldier’s head to face the camera and 
leaned a gun against the rocks.

Although Gardner identified the soldier as a sharpshooter, the weapon beside 
him is not a sharpshooter’s rifle. It was probably a prop, placed there by Gardner.
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Lincoln’s Portrait, 186-

The standing portrait of Lincoln was created soon after the American Civil War. 
Although it hung in many classrooms, Lincoln never posed for it. Instead, an 
unknown entrepreneur created it by cutting-and-pasting a headshot of Lincoln 
taken from a photograph by Mathew Brady onto a portrait of the Southern 
leader John Calhoun. This was done because there were hardly any appropriate 
‘heroic-style’ portraits of Lincoln made during his life. In the Calhoun image, 
the papers on the table say “strict constitution,” “free trade,” and “the sovereignty 
of the states.” In the Lincoln image, these words have been changed to read, 
“constitution,” “union,” and “proclamation of freedom.”

The Martyr Lincoln, 186-

Following the assassination of Lincoln, the Army did not allow any pictures to 
be taken of him in his casket. Therefore, con artists stepped in to fill the demand. 
The top image was one of many that circulated purporting to show the dead 
President, but it is fake. Whoever the man is lying down, pretending to be dead, 
it is not Lincoln.

William Mamler, Spirit Photos, 1861-1879

In 1861 William Mumler was working as a jewelry engraver in Boston and 
dabbling in photography on the side. One day, after developing a self-portrait, 
he noticed what appeared to be the shadowy figure of a young girl floating 
beside his own likeness. Mumler assumed it was an accident, the trace of an 
earlier negative made with the same plate, but friends told him the figure 
resembled his dead cousin. Soon the unusual photo came to the attention of 
the spiritualist community, who proclaimed it to be the first photo ever taken 
of a spirit. Mumler didn’t argue with them. Instead he took advantage of the 
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interest in the photo to go into business as the world’s first spirit photographer. 
He grew wealthy producing spirit photos for grief-stricken clients who had lost 
relatives in the Civil War. 

However, Mumler attracted an enormous number of critics as well as supporters. 
Some members of the spiritualist community accused him of fraud, alleging that 
the “spirits” in his photo resembled people who were not only still alive, but who 
had sat for him recently. Rival photographers grew increasingly alarmed at his 
popularity, believing that he was blackening the reputation of the profession.

In 1869, after moving to New York City, he was brought up on charges of fraud 
by the police department who had sent an undercover agent to sit for him. The 
resulting trial pitted believers in spiritualism against supporters of scientific 
rationalism. The prosecution brought in professional photographers who 
explained how Mumler could have easily created the spirit-photo effect through 
the use of double exposure. The photographer Abraham Bogardus prepared a 
“fake” spirit photo in which the ghostly image of Abraham Lincoln could be seen 
floating behind the shoulder of the notorious showman P.T. Barnum. However, 
Mumler’s defense team brought in many of his clients who testified that they 
believed his spirit photos to be real. In the end, Mumler was acquitted.

After the trial, Mumler moved back to Boston. It was here, around 1871, that 
he produced his most famous photo when Lincoln’s widow, Mary Todd Lincoln, 
showed up at his studio. It is said that she introduced herself using the assumed 
name “Mrs. Lindall.” The resulting photo, which seemed to show her being 
embraced by the spirit of her dead husband, was widely circulated. It is believed 
to be the last photo ever taken of Mrs. Lincoln, who died in 1882. 

Mumler published an autobiography in 1875, but his career was in decline. He 
stopped producing spirit photos in 1879. When he died in 1884 he was, by most 
accounts, penniless.
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Mathew Brady, Charles Dickens portrait, 1867

In 1867 the popular author Charles Dickens toured the United States. His 
tour manager signed an agreement with the New York photographers Jeremiah 
Gurney & Son, assuring them they would have the exclusive right to photograph 
Dickens during his visit. However, in December 1867 the New York Daily 
Tribune proudly announced it had persuaded the author to sit for a photo at 
the Mathew Brady studio on Broadway. The public was invited to go view the 
portrait (top). This prompted a protest from the Gurneys who denounced the 
Brady photo as a fake. Modern research indicates the Gurneys were right.

Historian Malcolm Andrews discovered that somehow the Mathew Brady studio 
had obtained an 1861 portrait of Dickens taken by the Watkins brothers in 
England. It was a portrait Dickens had never liked, privately remarking that he 
looked “grim and wasted” in it. But the Brady studio tidied it up, offering an early 
example of what was possible, even in the 1860s, with darkroom techniques.

The Brady studio thickened and combed the author’s hair, smoothed his face, 
gave him a stylish mustache, and added a buttonhole to his lapel as well as a 
dress-shirt front. The result was a significantly fresher-looking Dickens. The 
Daily Tribune promised its readers that the portrait showed “Mr. Dickens just as 
he is in his readings.”

David Starr Jordan, The Sympsychograph, 1896

David Starr Jordan, president of Stanford University, published an article in 
Popular Science Monthly describing the discovery of a new form of photography 
that he called Sympsychography. Starr explained that it allowed invisible brain 
waves to be made visible on a photographic plate – similar to the way in which 
invisible X rays produce an image on a photographic plate. 
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The first test of sympsychography, Starr wrote, had been conducted by Cameron 
Lee, who burned an image of a cat onto a photographic plate merely by thinking 
of a cat. The Astral Camera Club, which met on April 1, then took the concept 
one step further. Seven of its members simultaneously concentrated their minds 
on a photographic plate while thinking of a cat. What emerged was not one 
man’s image of a cat, but rather a joint “impression of ultimate feline reality.” The 
resulting picture (shown here) was reproduced in the article.

Starr wrote, “it will be noticed that this picture is unmistakably one of a cat. 
But it is a cat in its real essence, the type cat as distinguished from human 
impressions of individual cats.”

Jordan thought the readers of Popular Science Monthly would immediately 
recognize his article as a joke. Instead he received numerous letters from people 
who had taken the article at face value. One clergyman even confided to Starr 
that he had prepared six sermons on “the Lesson of the Sympsychograph.”

William “Dad” Martin, Freak Postcards, 1909-10

Postcards had been around since 1869, but it wasn’t until 1894 that pictures 
began to be printed on them. The photo postcards were an immediate success. 
Their popularity inspired photographers to experiment with ways to add more 
humor to them, and soon they had translated the idiom of the tall tale into visual 
form, creating tall-tall postcards, also known as “freak” or “trick” postcards. 

Oversized crops and animals were a popular theme, especially in the Midwest 
where farmers got a kick out of sending pictures showing corn as big as trees and 
cabbages larger than barns to relatives back east. The oversized farm and dairy 
products evoked the idea of easy abundance at the heart of the American dream. 
The deeper joke was that these were actually hard years for America’s farmers, 
which gave these cards an edge of dark humor.
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William “Dad” Martin of Ottawa, Kansas was one of the masters of the genre 
and a great innovator in the art of photo fakery. His work was characterized by 
a fine attention to detail and lifelike effects. Martin’s company, the Martin Post 
Card Company, made him a wealthy man. Fliers for his business read, “This is 
Dad Martin. He has been arrested for hunting. He is a fool about fishing. But 
wise on photography.”

Alfred Stanley Johnson, The Melon Party, 1911

A postcard created by Alfred Stanley Johnson of Waupun, Wisconsin. In the 
original image, the children posed, holding wooden props. Johnson then cut 
and pasted a picture of a watermelon slice into this picture to create the finished 
postcard: an illusion of a children’s party featuring a giant watermelon.

Tall-tale postcards experienced the peak of their popularity from 1905 to 1915, 
but cards of this kind are still being created and sent today. And the internet, 
combined with software that makes it easier than ever to manipulate images, has 
breathed new life into the genre of tall-tale photography.

Russell Hastings Milward, Ocean Execution, 1913

Newspaper tycoon William Randolph Hearst was notorious for allowing his 
newspapers to recaption photos creatively. In 1913 one of his papers, the New York 
American, ran a photo of children, their hands raised above their heads, standing 
in the ocean. Many other papers then reprinted the photo. The caption read:

As proof of an almost unbelievable state of barbarity found to exist in Mexico, Russell 
Hastings Milward, an English traveler, fellow of the Royal Geographic Society of 
London, has produced the photograph here shown. Parents of these children, Mr. 
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Milward states, had been killed by Federal soldiers. The children were driven into the 
water, forced to hold their hands above their heads, and shot in the back. Note the terror 
in the face of one child, who has turned to stare at her executioners.

The picture had not been altered, but the caption was entirely false. Milward 
protested that, in reality, the children had been playing happily, and that they 
had raised their arms at his request in order to make a better picture. What’s 
more, the photo was taken in British Honduras, not Mexico.

L.Y. Leonidov, The October Revolution in Red Square, 1919

Leon Trotsky was a leader of the Russian October Revolution, second in 
command to Lenin. During the 1920s he opposed the policies of Stalin. As a 
consequence, he was deported and eventually assassinated.

When historian David King visited Moscow in 1970, he discovered that the 
Soviets had made a systematic attempt to purge all mention of Trotsky – as well 
as any other person who had fallen out of political favor – from historical records. 
This included removing Trotsky’s image from photographs. King decided to 
start collecting examples of the Soviet falsification of photographs. In 1997 
he published a book based on his collection, The Commissar Vanishes: The 
Falsification of Photographs and Art in Stalin’s Russia.

Bloody Sunday, 1905

On January 22, 1905 (January 9 in the Old Style calendar) workers in St. 
Petersburg marched toward the Winter Palace intending to hand a petition to Tsar 
Nicholas II. Soldiers stopped them at the Narva Gate and opened fire. In Russia 
the day came to be known as Bloody Sunday. The event exposed the brutality of 
the Russian police and undermined popular support for the Tsarist regime.
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In 1925 director Vyacheslav Viskovsky made a propaganda film about Bloody 
Sunday titled Devyatoe Yanvarya (January 9). The film included a reenactment 
of the soldiers firing on the crowd. This image shows the reenactment. (It is not 
clear whether it is a retouched still from the film itself, or a photograph that was 
taken during the filming.)

The image was more dramatic than any existing photographs of the Bloody 
Sunday massacre, and was soon distributed by the Soviet Tass News agency, 
which described it as an actual photograph of the 1905 event. Later it appeared 
in numerous Soviet textbooks, again presented as a photograph of the event itself, 
not as a staged reenactment.

Frances Griffith and Elsie Wright, The Cottingley Fairies, 1917-20

In 1920 a series of photos of fairies captured the attention of the world. The photos 
had been taken by two young girls, the cousins Frances Griffith and Elsie Wright, 
while playing in the garden of Elsie’s Cottingley village home. Photographic experts 
examined the pictures and declared them genuine. Spiritualists promoted them as 
proof of the existence of supernatural creatures, and despite criticism by skeptics, the 
pictures became among the most widely recognized photos in the world. 

It was not until 1978 that James Randi pointed out that the fairies in the pictures 
were very similar to figures in a children’s book called Princess Mary’s Gift Book, 
which had been published in 1915 shortly before the girls took the photographs. 

Subsequently, in 1981, Elsie Wright confessed to Joe Cooper, who interviewed 
her for The Unexplained magazine, that the fairies were, in fact, paper cutouts. 
She explained that she had sketched the fairies using Princess Mary’s Gift 
Book as inspiration. She had then made paper cutouts from these sketches, 
which she held in place with hatpins.
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Stotham, Massachusetts, 1920

The White Pine Monograph Series was a series of carefully researched, high 
quality brochures, paid for by Weyerhaeuser mills, that collected together 
photographs, drawings, and descriptions of early American buildings built with 
white pine. It was published bimonthly between 1915 and 1940, and sent to 
architects, with the goal of encouraging them to use white pine as a building 
material. The series was considered to be so expertly produced, that many 
architectural libraries retain copies of it to this day.

The April 1920 issue contained an article about the architecture of the town 
of Stotham, Massachusetts. Stotham was described as a village untouched by 
modernity, where ancient traditions were kept alive. It was a village “where the 
quintessence of naturalness finds its ultimate expression.”

For over two decades the article, and its many photos, attracted no attention. 
It was only when the staff of the Library of Congress were cataloging the 
material in the White Pine Series that problems arose. They could find 
no evidence of Stotham’s existence, despite consulting maps and histories 
of Massachusetts. They queried the editor of the White Pine series, who 
eventually admitted the truth.

In the course of producing the White Pine series, many good photos of classic old 
houses had not been published because of lack of room. Instead of wasting these 
photos, the editor had come up with the idea of collecting them together in one 
article dedicated to the architecture of Stotham, Massachusetts. It was a town that 
existed only in his imagination, but for two decades no one had been the wiser.
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Ada Emma, Armistice Day Series, 1924

Ada Emma Deane spent most of her life working as a cleaning lady before 
launching a new career as a photographic medium at the age of 58. She 
quickly became one of the most famous mediums in Britain. Her signature 
effect was that eerie, disembodied heads would appear in pictures taken by 
her. These heads, so it was claimed, were the manifestation of departed spirits. 
Skeptics pointed out that in order to produce this effect, Deane required that 
photographic plates be submitted to her in advance so that she could “pre-
magnetise” them with her psychic powers. This gave her ample opportunity to 
tamper with the plates. But her defenders insisted that no trickery was involved. 
They often argued that she was merely a simple cleaning lady who lacked the 
expertise to pull off such deception.

Deane’s most famous photos were those she took, with the help of spiritualist 
Estelle Stead, during the two minutes silence at services commemorating 
Armistice Day and the end of World War I. In these photos ghostly figures and 
faces — supposedly the spirits of dead war heroes — could be seen floating above 
the crowd. She took the first such picture in 1921, and then again in 1922 and 
1923. By 1924 her Armistice Day photo was highly anticipated, and newspapers 
bid on the rights to it. The Daily Sketch won the rights and published the 
resulting photo on November 13, 1924. The photo showed a group of faces 
floating in a cloud above the Cenotaph in Whitehall.

But two days later The Daily Sketch announced it had discovered the photo to be 
a fraud. The faces in the cloud were not dead war heroes. Instead, they appeared 
to be living football players and boxers, including Battling Sikiand Jimmy Wilde. 
The paper published portraits of the athletes alongside Deane’s spirit photo. It 
denounced Deane as a “charlatan” who had perpetrated “a cruel fraud designed to 
deceive credulous people and bereaved relatives of the glorious dead.”
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Deane’s defenders argued that they failed to see the similarity to the athletes — 
that, in fact, the faces were too blurry to positively identify. Deane herself said, 
“If I had wanted to produce a fraudulent photograph, is it likely I would have 
used portraits of well-known footballers or boxers?” Nevertheless, the incident 
put a serious dent in her reputation. She continued to work as a photographic 
medium for a number of years, but she never again took an Armistice Day photo.

Harry Warnecke, Mother Cat Stops Traffic, 1925

Harry Warnecke, a photographer for the New York News, got a phone tip about a 
cat trying to carry its kittens home who was tying up traffic because a policeman 
had stopped the cars on a busy street to allow it to cross. Warnecke arrived after 
the event was over, but he convinced the policeman and cat’s owner to allow him 
to recreate the scene. Despite the policeman’s initial reluctance, the cat’s inclination 
to cross the street diagonally instead of in front of the cars, and furious honking 
motorists, Warnecke finally got his shot – after three attempts.

Yevgeny Khaldei, Red Army Flag Over Reichstag, 1925

Khaldei’s photo was directly inspired by Rosenthal’s Iwo Jima photo. Noting 
the publicity the Iwo Jima photo had received, Soviet officials (perhaps Stalin 
himself) ordered Khaldei to fly from Moscow to Berlin in order to take a similar 
photo that would symbolize the Soviet victory over Germany. Khaldei took a 
Soviet flag with him in his luggage.

When Khaldei arrived in Berlin, he considered a number of settings for the 
photo, including the Brandenburg Gate and Tempelhof Airport, but he decided 
on the Reichstag, even though Soviet soldiers had already succeeded in raising 
a flag over this building a few days earlier. Khaldei recruited a small group of 
soldiers and, on May 2, 1945, proceeded to recreate the scene.
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Back in Moscow, Soviet censors who examined the photo noticed that one of the 
soldiers had a wristwatch on each arm, indicating he had been looting. They asked 
Khaldei to remove one of the watches. Khaldei not only did so, but also darkened 
the smoke in the background. The resulting picture was published soon after in the 
magazine Ogonjok. It became the version that achieved worldwide fame.

Subsequently, the photo continued to be altered. The flag was made to appear to 
be billowing more dramatically in the wind. The photo was also colorized.

Throughout his life, Khaldei remained unrepentant about having manipulated 
this, his most famous photo. Whenever asked about it, he responded, “It is a 
good photograph and historically significant. Next question please.”

Millard Tydings with Earl Browder, 1950

In 1950 Millard Tydings (a U.S. Senator from Maryland) challenged Senator 
Joseph McCarthy by calling his allegation that hundreds of communists were 
working in the State Department “a fraud, a hoax, and a deceit.” As payback, 
McCarthy’s staff faked a picture of Tydings apparently chatting with Earl 
Browder, head of the American Communist Party. The truth was that Tydings 
had never even met Browder before July, 1950. The image was a composite of 
a 1938 photo of Tydings listening to the radio and a 1940 photo of Browder 
delivering a speech.

The photo was widely distributed shortly before the 1950 senate race in which 
Tydings ran against John Butler. It appeared in a pamphlet titled “From the 
Record” printed by a group calling itself Young Democrats for Butler. A caption 
acknowledged the photo was a composite. Nevertheless, the image is believed to 
have contributed to Tydings’ subsequent defeat in the election.
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Wesley David Archer, Death in the Air: The War Diary and Photographs of a 
Flying Corps Pilot, 1933

Death in the Air: The War Diary and Photographs of a Flying Corps Pilot, 
published in 1933, purported to be the diary of an anonymous World War 
I RAF pilot killed in combat. The manuscript, which included numerous 
spectacular shots of aerial combat, was presented to the publisher by a Mrs. 
Gladys Cockburn-Lange, who claimed to be the widow of a British pilot.

The photos attracted enormous interest, since there were very few images of 
World War I aerial combat in existence. However, many people were skeptical. 
Why was the name of the pilot not revealed? How could the RAF have had no 
knowledge of these photos? And how could such clear shots have been taken 
with a camera mounted on an airplane (given the state of camera technology 
during WWI)?

The photos weren’t definitively debunked until 1984 when archivists at the 
Smithsonian realized that “Mrs. Gladys Cockburn-Lange” was actually Betty 
Archer, the wife of Wesley David Archer, a model maker in the film industry. 
Archer had created models of all the aircraft, and then had superimposed images 
of the planes onto aerial backgrounds.

Baby Adolf, 1933

In 1933 a picture supposedly showing Adolf Hitler as a baby began circulating 
throughout England and America. The child in the picture looked positively 
menacing. Its fat mouth was twisted into a sneer, and it scowled at the camera 
from dark, squinted eyes. A greasy mop of hair fell over its forehead.

The image was distributed by Acme Newspictures, Inc. and appeared in many 
newspapers and magazines. For instance, in October 1933 the Chicago Tribune 
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printed it alongside a photo of the adult Hitler addressing 500,000 farmers and 
storm troopers, above the caption, “Two Pictures of Hitler.”

The Winnipeg Free Press ran the picture with the caption: “This is a picture of 
a man who controls the destiny of a mighty nation, as he appeared when he was 
not quite one year old. Do you think this photo is prophetic of the figure he has 
become? The picture is one of Adolf Hitler, who was born in 1889.”

However, the baby picture did not actually show the infant führer. The German 
consulate in Chicago wrote a letter to theChicago Tribune correcting the error:

In the Rotogravure section of the... Tribune of October 22, 1933 there appeared 
under the title ‘Two pictures of Hitler’ two photographs, one purporting to 
be a ‘baby picture’ of the present Chancellor of the German Reich... and the 
other showing the Chancellor addressing 500,000 farmers and storm troopers... 
The alleged ‘baby picture’... was sent to the Foreign Office in Berlin and the 
Consulate General was recently advised that the photograph stated to be a ‘baby 
picture’ of the Reichs-Chancellor is a falsification. The Foreign Office in Berlin 
transmitted at the same time a copy of an authentic photograph of Reichs-
Chancellor Adolf Hitler before he attained the age of one year with the request 
to bring the matter to your attention.

Subsequent investigation by Acme Newspictures found that the Baby Adolf 
picture had come from the syndicate’s London bureau, which, in turn, had got 
it from Austria, Hitler’s native country. Beyond that, the trail went cold. The 
identity of the hoaxer was not known.

Wisconsin’s Capitol Collapses, 1933

The Madison Capital-Times ran this photo on its front page to accompany an 
article, in honor of April Fool’s Day, about the dome of the Wisconsin state 
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capitol supposedly collapsing because “large quantities of gas, generated through 
many weeks of verbose debate in the Senate and Assembly chambers, had in 
some way been ignited.” 

By modern standards the picture looks phony, but many readers in 1933 were 
fooled. One particularly irate reader wrote in declaring the hoax “was not only 
tactless and void of humor, but also a hideous jest.”

Colonel Robert Wilson, The Loch Ness Monster, 1934

The modern history of the Loch Ness Monster began in 1933 when a new road 
was completed along the northern shore of Loch Ness, providing easy access to 
unobstructed views of the water. Soon after this, a couple spotted an “enormous 
animal” in the Loch. The Inverness Courier wrote up their sighting, describing 
what they saw as a “monster.” Intense media interest followed, and thus was born 
the modern legend of the Loch Ness Monster.

Later that same year, the Daily Mail, taking advantage of the Nessie craze, 
hired a famous big-game hunter, Marmaduke Wetherell, to travel up to the 
Loch to investigate the sightings and to find the monster, if he could. Although 
he found no monster, in December 1933 he did locate what appeared to be its 
tracks – enormous footprints on the shore of the Loch leading into the water. 
Unfortunately, when researchers from the Natural History Museum examined 
the tracks, they determined they had been made with a dried hippo’s foot, of 
the kind that were popularly used as umbrella stands. Humiliated, Wetherell 
retreated from public view.

But a few months later, the Loch Ness monster again made headlines when a 
highly respected British surgeon, Colonel Robert Wilson, came forward with a 
picture that appeared to show a sea serpent rising out of the water of the Loch.
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Wilson claimed he took the photograph early in the morning on April 19, 
1934, while driving along the northern shore of Loch Ness. He said he noticed 
something moving in the water and stopped his car to take a photo. For decades 
this photo was considered to be the best evidence of the existence of a sea 
monster in the Loch. But Wilson himself refused to have his name associated 
with it. Therefore it came to be known simply as “The Surgeon’s Photo.”

For years skeptics were sure that the photo was somehow a hoax. But no 
rigorous studies of the image were conducted until 1984 when Stewart Campbell 
analyzed the photo in a 1984 article in the British Journal of Photography. 
Campbell concluded that the object in the water could only have been two or 
three feet long, at most, and that it probably was an otter or a marine bird. He 
suggested it was likely that Wilson knew this to be the case. 

But as it turned out, Campbell was wrong. The object in the water was not a 
form of marine life. It was a toy submarine outfitted with a sea-serpent head. 
This was revealed in 1994 when Christian Spurling, before his death at the age of 
90, confessed to his involvement in a plot to create the famous Surgeon’s Photo, a 
plot that involved both Marmaduke Wetherell and Colonel Wilson.

According to Spurling, he had been approached by Wetherell (his stepfather) 
who wanted him to make a convincing serpent model. Spurling did this, and 
this model was then photographed in Loch Ness. The picture was then given to 
Wilson, whose job it was to serve as a credible front-man for the hoax.

Apparently Wetherell’s motive was revenge, since he was still smarting from his 
humiliation over the hippo-foot tracks. “We’ll give them their monster,” his son 
later remembered him saying.

In the original version of the image (bottom) the diminutive size of the Nessie 
model in relationship to the Loch can be seen. (The dark band along the top of 
the picture is the opposite side of the Loch.) The image given to the media was 
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cropped to hide this perspective, making the “monster” appear larger than it 
actually was.

Frank D. “Pop” Conard, Whopper Hopper, 1935

Giant grasshoppers were popular subjects for tall-tale postcards, particularly in 
the Great Plains during the 1930s where grasshoppers were a common pest. 

The photo shows a scene captured by an unknown photographer near Mitchell, 
South Dakota. Three men struggle to subdue “the largest grasshopper in 
existence.” The “whopper hopper” appears to be a wooden model.

Arthur Rothstein, skull, 1936

Twenty-two-year-old Arthur Rothstein took these photos while on assignment 
for the Resettlement Administration in South Dakota. His task was to document 
drought conditions there. But when the top photo was released to the media in 
August, 1936, coinciding with a trip by President Roosevelt to the Great Plains, 
it generated enormous controversy. 

Republican papers, led by the Fargo Forum, argued that the photo amounted to 
government propaganda designed to create the appearance of drought conditions 
for political purposes. In reality, the Fargo Forum insisted, there had been 
no drought. The photo simply showed, it explained, an alkali flat, similar to 
ones that could be found in “Maryland, Pennsylvania, Indiana. Wherever one 
chooses.” The paper also called the skull “a movable prop, which comes in handy 
for photographers who want to touch up their pictures with a bit of the grisly.”

Subsequent investigation turned up the other pictures, revealing that Rothstein had 
indeed moved the skull around. Republican critics made it sound as if Rothstein 
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had traveled the country with the steer’s skull in his suitcase, but Rothstein insisted 
he had moved the skull no more than ten feet from where he had originally found 
it. Nevertheless, the controversy hung over Rothstein for the remainder of his 
career. Critics mockingly referred to the cow’s head as the “perambulating skull.”

Captain Provand and Indre Shira, The Brown Lady of Raynham, 1936

This is one of the most famous ghost photos of all time. It supposedly shows the 
“Brown Lady” who haunts Raynham Hall in Norfolk, England. 

The image was taken by Captain Provand and Indre Shira (a pseudonym), two 
photographers on assignment for Country Lifemagazine. According to their later 
testimony, the pair saw an ethereal form descending the staircase and quickly 
snapped a picture. 

Skeptics argue that the photo does not show a ghost, but rather was the result 
of mundane causes such as camera vibration, afternoon light from the window 
above the stairs catching the lens of the camera, and double exposure. What is 
not known is whether these effects were produced purposefully, or if they were 
the accidental result of a faulty camera.

George Adamski, Venusian Scoutcraft, 1952

UFOlogist George Adamski claimed that a Venusian scoutcraft visited him 
twice in 1952. On the second visit it flew low enough over his Southern 
California home in Palomar Gardens to allow to photograph it. He said he took 
these pictures with a Kodak Brownie box camera attached to a six-inch telescope. 
Adamski went on to write a number of books describing his contacts with aliens 
and attracted a large following. In 1959 he was even granted an audience with 
Queen Juliana of the Netherlands. 
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But not even diehard UFO believers take Adamski’s UFOtographs seriously 
anymore. Skeptics note that the UFO looks like the top of a soft-drink cooler or 
a lamp shade, and there appear to be ping pong balls glued to the bottom of it. 
Jerrold Baker, one of Adamski’s colleagues, later claimed to have seen the model 
used to fake these Venusian Scoutcraft photos.

Ted Serios, Thoughtography, 1967

Ted Serios was a Chicago-area bellhop who claimed he could transfer 
his thoughts directly from his mind onto film. He called the process 
“thoughtography.” The images were usually blurry but had recognizable objects in 
them such as buildings, cars, or even aircraft.

The process of creating a thoughtograph was highly theatrical. Serios would 
usually get extremely drunk. He would shout and wail and screw up his features. 
Then he would hold a small tube, which he called a “gismo,” up against the lens 
of a polariod camera. When he felt a thoughtograph was ready to emerge, he 
would shout at the person behind the camera to trigger the shutter. He never 
handled the camera himself.

Serios attracted the attention of a psychiatrist named Jule Eisenbud who studied 
him extensively and became a firm believer in his powers. In 1967 Eisenbud 
published a book called The World of Ted Serios which brought Serios to a much 
wider audience. A 1967 article in Life also gained him enormous notoriety.

Serios produced hundreds of thoughtographs. Skeptics have dismissed Serios’ powers 
as a fraud. James Randi argued that Serios could have created the thoughtographs 
by concealing a small lens with a photographic transparency attached to it inside the 
gismo. Randi was able to produce similar photographs in this way.

After 1967, Serios drifted into obscurity. He reportedly died in 2006.
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The Nazi Air Marker, 1942

On August 10, 1942, the U.S. Army’s public-relations office released a statement 
informing the press that fliers for the First Ground Air Support Command 
had discovered “secret markers” in rural areas of the east coast. These markers, 
apparently placed by fifth-columnists, appeared innocent from the ground but 
acquired a sinister meaning when viewed from the air. From an aerial perspective 
they formed arrows “aimed directly at airplane factories and airfields.” Evidently 
the purpose of these markers was to guide enemy bombers straight toward 
targets of military significance.

The Army simultaneously released three pictures showing these markers. One 
marker was formed by sacks arranged in the shape of the number “9”. The tail of 
the 9 pointed toward a nearby airplane factory. The second marker appeared in a 
tilled field. The fallow land was darker than the tilled sections and approximated 
the outline of an arrow. The third marker was in a woodland area where a lane 
led to a V-shaped clearing.

Col. Dache M. Reeves said that the markers had been investigated by 
intelligence officers of the First Air Force, and that they had been eradicated and 
there was “proper action taken.” The exact location of the markers was not given. 
They were only described as being in the eastern part of the United States. They 
were cited as being “clear instances of how enemy agent or sympathizers sowed 
into peaceful farmlands potential devices to aid destruction.” 

The discovery of the air markers received widespread press coverage, making 
front-page headlines in all the major papers throughout the United States, 
including the New York Times,Washington Post, and Los Angeles Times. 
Editorials warned of the need to be on the alert for treachery at home. 

But within a day the markers went from being a menace to an object of mockery. 
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The Washington Star, curious to learn more, made some inquiries and 
immediately discovered that the markers had been investigated by Army officials 
months before and had been determined to have no military significance. Even 
worse, as the Star noted, “the same story, with an alteration here and there -- and 
sans pictures, was distributed from the same source in June, and published in 
Sunday feature sections. At that time, however, the pictures of the ‘markers’ were 
withheld as ‘military secrets.’”

Missing in Action, 1991

The photo made national headlines when it surfaced in July, 1991. It appeared to 
show three American fliers, who had been listed as missing during the Vietnam 
War, holding a sign with the date 25-5-90. The implication was that the men 
were still alive somewhere in south-east Asia. 

The families of the men were convinced the photo was authentic, but Pentagon 
officials had doubts. They noted the men looked unusually well nourished for 
having been in captivity for two decades; the sign they were holding appeared to 
have been pasted into the photo; and the source of the photo was dubious. It had 
been faxed to the Pentagon by a man of Cambodian descent living in Los Angeles 
who, in turn, said he had received it from a former prison guard living in Phnom 
Penh. $2 million was being demanded to help arrange the return of the fliers.

The Pentagon sent a team to Thailand to investigate. They eventually discovered 
the true source of the photo. It was a doctored version of a 1923 photograph of 
three Soviet farmers which had been published in the December 1989 issue of a 
Khmer-language magazine called Soviet Union. The con artists had cropped the 
original image, added moustaches to the men, and pasted in the sign.

retirado de http://www.museumofhoaxes.com/hoax/photo_database
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